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Renaissance, Ruth Forman's moment collection, speaks of the undying topics of family, death,
love, and rebirth within the inimitable voice Booklist referred to as "sexy, bittersweet, funny,
feisty, and real." With poetry that conveys a defiant, enlivened spirit and has gained her acclaim,
Ruth Forman measures the losses and celebrates the way forward for a generation.
"Renaissance is the success of Forman's first book, we're the younger Magicians. Hers is a
dedication to the probabilities of life. Joy. good looks (though negative every now and then in
this earth). What an impressive, wealthy music she sings." —Sonia Sanchez "Stunning and
lovely . . . incantatory RENAISSANCE CL language that heals; via references to writers of the
Harlem Renaissance, the paintings builds a bridge for a brand new generation. those poems
recognize a few painful history, either own and collective, yet they raise us from that pain."
—Library magazine
i admire to learn poetry and upon discovering Ruth Forman, she speedy turned a favorite. I
learn a poem she wrote within the Writers Chronicle magazine, "Prayers Like RENAISSANCE
CL Shoes", and that i simply needed to learn extra so i purchased this e-book (which does not
have this poem in it). i've got e-book marked numerous poems that i admire to return and
reread. i like to recommend this, and any of her books, to someone who likes poetry
approximately lifes realities. Her poems are serious, funny, sexy, real, beautiful, and
creative.Renaissance
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